GaN reliability for power and RF devices‐ what are the key
issues and how to resolve?
Brief summary: GaN has recently emerged as an excellent material for the fabrication of both RF and
power transistors. RF transistors are already in widespread use in satellite, radar and communication
fields. Power transistors are now rapidly finding application in the next‐generation power conversion
systems with 600‐650V transistors already commercially available.

The present success of GaN is a testament to the good intrinsic reliability of the technology. This has
been achieved by an understanding of key failure modes and mechanisms. A market transformation is
now underway, and the next step is one of high‐volume reliability. The aim of this workshop is to
understand which are the still‐open issues: is charge trapping still impacting operation? What are the
main reliability concerns? What are the acceleration laws? How are the different operating regimes (of‐
state, on‐state, semi‐on) impacting reliability? What are the pathways for industrial‐level reliability?
Which testing procedures must be used for reliability estimation/assessment? Are there any learnings
from the (longstanding) RF GaN experience that can be applied to power GaN?
This workshop will address these questions, by stimulating the discussion on the key issues that
presently limit the reliability and the performance of GaN‐based HEMTs. It will be a natural lead‐in for
the subsequent workshop on WBG reliability synergies and standardization.
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